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ABSTRACT

Image transmission over low-bandwidth channels can be speeded
up if the image coding mechanism supports regions of interest
(RoIs). By such a scheme, image parts not belonging to RoIs
can be encoded at a lower bitrate. This paper describes a flexible
dynamic RoI scheme which supports the definition of arbitrarily-
shaped RoIs before the start of the transmission process and the re-
finement of a partially transmitted image by the definition of new
RoIs at any time during image transmission. The overhead to rep-
resent RoIs is kept as small as possible by exploiting a polygon-
based RoI representation. Span arithmetic on a multiresolution
grid is used to support the redundancy-free transmission of over-
lapping RoIs.

1. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Wireless networks like GSM allow ubiquitous access to image
content. Since the bandwidth offered by such networks is very lim-
ited, flexible image coding techniques have to be used which sup-
port the encoding of regions of interest (RoIs). By such a scheme,
image parts not belonging to RoIs can be encoded at a lower bit-
rate. If the image is encoded on demand at transmission time, the
receiving user can control the transmission by specifying RoIs ac-
cording to his special interest.

Thus, a flexible RoI scheme should support the definition of
arbitrarily-shaped RoIs prior to the start of the transmission pro-
cess and the refinement of a partially transmitted image by the def-
inition of new RoIs at any time during or after partial image trans-
mission. The overhead to represent RoIs must be kept as small as
possible, and no redundant data should be transmitted if the user
at the receiving end specifies a new RoI to refine an image.

In many existing wavelet-based image coding schemes, RoIs
are either restricted to be non-overlapping and of simple shape
(rectangular or circular) which is represented geometrically [3, 11,
12, 13], or more complex shapes and possibly overlapping RoIs are
stored using bitmaps which is memory-consuming [1, 2, 5, 7, 10].
The new image coding standard JPEG2000 [6] supports implicit
RoI coding without overhead by scaling those wavelet coefficients
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which contribute to the RoI. Only some of the methods with simple
RoI geometry [1, 2, 5] support the dynamic definition of new RoIs
in the course of a running image transmission. JPEG 2000 and the
schemes described in [3, 7, 10, 12, 11] allow only the definition of
static RoIs prior to encoding.

In this paper, we address these problems by proposing a new
method. Polygonal shapes are used to represent RoIs geometri-
cally, and local levels of detail combined with span arithmetic on
a multiresolution grid support the redundancy-free transmission of
overlapping RoIs in a wavelet-based image coding system. The pa-
per is structured as follows: After discussing the basic idea of the
method, we will describe the algorithm for the span computation.
We briefly present an example application. Finally, we conclude
with directions for future work.

2. BASIC IDEA OF THE NEW METHOD

As the foundation of our method, we use an EZW coder similar to
the one proposed by Shapiro [9]. This encoder generates an em-
bedded data stream by traversing the wavelet coefficient array in
two passes per bitplane. Within each bitplane, the coefficients of
each subband are visited in scanline order. In the field of computer
graphics, span-based algorithms are used for visibility computa-
tions during scanline order rendering of 3D scenes (cf. [4]). We
modify this idea to support RoIs in wavelet-based image coding.

2.1. RoIs and local LoDs

Each RoI is represented as a polygonal area, called the footprint,
and a local level of detail (LoD). The LoD stores the transmis-
sion target and the transmission state which are both sets of flags
representing all possible combinations of color channel, bitplane
and coefficient subband. By means of the transmission target, the
user can specify which bits of which coefficients shall be transmit-
ted. Analogously, the system stores information about the already
transmitted data in the transmission state. Such, transmission state
information can be stored per RoI instead per wavelet coefficient
to save memory. The transmission of a RoI is finished if trans-
mission target and transmission state are equal. A priority can be
assigned to each RoI which is used as a bitplane offset. This offset
controls how many coefficient bitplanes must be transmitted for
the according RoI before the highest coefficient bitplane of other
RoIs with a priority of zero can be transmitted.
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2.2. Handling overlapping RoIs

The dynamic definition of arbitrarily-shaped RoIs often leads to
overlapping RoIs in practical applications. In this case, redundant
transmission of coefficients belonging to multiple RoIs must be
avoided. Overlapping RoIs split the set of wavelet coefficients
into partitioning subsets, each subset containing the coefficients
belonging to a particular set of RoIs.

2.3. Scanline discretization on a multiresolution grid

The original scanline algorithm [4] is used in computer graphics
to solve the problem of discretization in raster images. Here, we
adopt it to describe the shape of RoIs and to efficiently handle the
common problem of overlapping and polygonal RoIs.

The original EZW algorithm traverses the wavelet coefficients
within one subband in scanline order. RoIs can be integrated by
restricting traversal to the coefficients which contribute to the foot-
prints of the RoIs. Since the basic EZW algorithm exploits inter-
band relationships by defining a zerotree structure, we must make
sure that no child coefficients in a zerotree are transmitted before
their parent coefficients. To ensure this property, we control the
coefficient array traversal by discretizing the RoI footprints on a
multiresolution grid.

The wavelet subband array defines a multiresolution grid on
the image. For each decomposition level k, we can scale the RoI
footprint by 2

�k . Each coefficient in a subband at level k con-
tributes to 2

k x 2
k pixels in the image. We will call such a grid

cell corresponding to a wavelet coefficient at a particular level a
superpixel. Figure 1 illustrates the idea of a multiresolution grid.

Fig. 1. Three-level multiresolution representation of a triangle.

In the proposed solution, a coefficient contributes to a RoI if
the footprint of that RoI intersects the superpixel corresponding to
the coefficient. This differs from the original scanline algorithm,
which just approximates the shape of an object.

We can now traverse all superpixels covered by a particular
RoI scanline by scanline and model the partitioning subsets by us-
ing spans of superpixels. Such a span is a sequence of consecutive
superpixels on a scanline which contribute to the same set of RoIs.
A span may be started or terminated only at superpixels intersected
by an edge of a RoI.

To avoid redundancy, we want to transmit each bit of each
wavelet coefficient at most once. That means, when encoding a
coefficient of a RoI, we must check if the current bit of this coef-
ficient has already been transmitted by a RoI encoded earlier. We
do this by checking the flags in the transmission state of all RoIs
which overlap the superpixel corresponding to the coefficient. This
check has to be done once per span only.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

3.1. Transmission steps

The basic algorithm is embedded into an image transmission frame-
work described in greater detail in [8]. The encoding and decoding
processes are controlled by RoI schedulers running synchronously.
They perform a sequence of transmission steps which terminates
if for all RoIs the transmission target is equal to the transmission
state. For each such step, the schedulers select a RoI r0 as ac-
tive and determine the color channel, bitplane and subband to be
encoded resp. decoded next.

Prior to a transmission step, a new RoI with associated trans-
mission target may be defined by the client system. The footprint
must be a regular polygon, such that all edges can be classified in
a preprocess as opener (which means that the area left of the edge
does not belong to the polygon but the area right of the edge does),
closer (which means that the area left of the edge belongs to the
polygon but the area right of the edge doesn’t) or horizontal.

Each transmission step considers the area covered by the ac-
tive RoI r0 and all other RoIs which intersect r0 and have already
transmitted the current color channel, bitplane and subband ac-
cording to their transmission state. The bounding box of this area
is traversed scanline by scanline where the scanlines consist of su-
perpixels of the according size. Span computation is performed for
each scanline, considering all edges intersecting that scanline. For
each span, we check the transmission state of all RoIs to which this
span contributes. If there is no RoI with the corresponding flag set,
we encode resp. decode the current bit of the wavelet coefficients
on the span.

Having finished the transmission step, we set the according
flag in the transmission state of the current RoI.

3.2. Span computation

We will now describe in detail how the spans are computed. I.e.,
we now consider one scanline. All polygon edges which intersect
the current scanline are stored in a data structure called the active
edge table (AET). This structure is updated from scanline to scan-
line to ensure that it contains all valid edges. Each edge in the
AET holds the intersection coordinate XS of that edge with the
current scanline. A fast incremental update of XS from one scan-
line to another is supported by separately storing the edge slope,
the whole-numbered and the fractional component of XS as three
integers. The AET is sorted in ascending XS order.

For each edge in the AET, the algorithm checks whether this
edge opens or closes a span. Furthermore, two counters are main-
tained by evaluating the transmission states of the RoIs overlapped
by the spans. The counter Cneg contains the number of RoIs which
did already transmit data for the current channel/bitplane/subband
combination, and Cpos stores the number of RoIs which didn’t. If
a span is opened or closed, the algorithm evaluates the counters
in order to decide whether the coefficients on the span have to be
encoded resp. decoded. This is the case for spans with Cneg = 0

and Cpos > 0.
Because of the multiresolution grid, two or more edges may

intersect the same grid cell. To handle this case correctly, the
edges which intersect a particular grid cell are evaluated using a
multi-pass algorithm. The first pass considers only edges classi-
fied as opener, the second one edges classified as closer. For con-
cave polygons, a third pass must handle the special case that two
opener-edges of the same polygon intersect the current grid cell.
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These three passes are sufficient to handle regular concave poly-
gons, i.e. polygons in which the vertices are the only points where
two edges of the polygon intersect. This property is checked for
all resolution levels each time a new RoI is defined by the user. If
the regularity test fails, the polygon is replaced by its convex hull.

3.3. Intersection point computation

The correct computation of the intersection coordinate XS plays a
crucial role in maintaining the parent-child relationship in the ze-
rotrees. It is important to decide whether the intersection of the
edge with the upper or the lower superpixel boundary is used. Fig-
ure 2 shows the four possible cases.
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Fig. 2. Computing the intersection x coordinate XS with a non-
vertical edge.

When computing the intersection coordinate at joins of two
edges, we assume one of the edges as vertical for simplification
and compute two X-values Xi (i 2 f1; 2g). X1 is computed as
depicted in figure 3, assuming the lower edge as vertical. X2 is
computed analogously, assuming the upper edge as vertical and
modifying figure 3 as follows: both edges are mirrored about the
X-axis and “positive” resp. “negative” slope are swapped. As the
resulting value forXS , we use the minimum ofX1 and X2 (if both
edges are openers) or the maximum of X1 and X2 (if both edges
are closers).

Horizontal edges require special handling. Since we are using
a multiresolution grid, non-horizontal edges may become horizon-
tal at coarser grid resolutions. We refer to these edges as collapsed
edges. Both horizontal and collapsed edges are handled by tem-
porarily replacing them by zero, one or two auxiliary vertical edges
which intersect the current scanline only, in contrast to the classi-
cal scanline algorithm, where they are ignored. Figure 4 shows the
possible cases.

4. AN APPLICATION

Based on the proposed algorithm, we have realized a system which
supports both image author and image viewer in low-bandwidth
environments. The authoring tool can be used by the image author
to prepare an image for transmission. It allows the flexible defini-
tion of arbitrarily-shaped RoIs, offers control over the transmission
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Fig. 3. Computing the intersection x coordinate XS at joins.

a) Insert nothing

opener openercloser closer

b) Insert a pair of new edges (concave only)

closer closeropener opener

new opener new closer new opener new closer

opener opener

c) Insert a new closing edge (concave only)

opener opener

closer closer

d) Insert a new opening edge (concave only)

closer closer

new closer new closer

new opener new opener

Fig. 4. Handling a collapsed edge by inserting auxiliary vertical
edges for the current scanline.

target and contains a transmission simulation module. Figure 5
(left) shows that the author has defined two overlapping RoIs: the
background at low resolution and priority and the fishing boat as
the main feature of the image at full resolution and full coefficient
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Fig. 5. Support for image author (left) and image viewer (right) using the proposed scheme.

precision. Additionally, the fishing boat has been assigned a higher
priority. The simulation shows the degree of detail of the image af-
ter 9 seconds transmission time over a simulated GSM connection.

The image viewer who downloads the image may, however,
be interested in another part of the image (e.g., the lighthouse). To
provide RoI functionality to the viewer, a web browser plugin has
been developed. This viewing tool allows the easy specification of
rectangular or elliptic RoIs1. Figure 5 (right) shows that the viewer
has selected the lighthouse as his main area of interest, which in
part overlaps the fishing boat. By means of the redundancy-free
transmission, the overlap is handled automatically. Since the new
region of interest is small and only differential data are transmitted,
refinement can be performed very fast.

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a new method for the incorpo-
ration of regions of interest into a wavelet-based image coding
scheme. Unlike many existing systems, the proposed scheme al-
lows the dynamic definition of regular polygonal RoIs. Span-based
traversal of the wavelet coefficient array ensures redundancy-free
refinement of already transmitted images and saves memory and
transmission bandwidth since no bitmap representation of the RoI
shape is needed.

RoI support in the new image coding standard JPEG 2000 is
mainly targeted at the archiving of medical images. Future work
will concentrate on realizing dynamic RoIs based on JPEG 2000
by transcoding an already encoded data stream.
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